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Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration, DOT § 195.581 

§ 195.575 Which facilities must I elec-
trically isolate and what inspec-
tions, tests, and safeguards are re-
quired? 

(a) You must electrically isolate each 
buried or submerged pipeline from 
other metallic structures, unless you 
electrically interconnect and cathodi-
cally protect the pipeline and the other 
structures as a single unit. 

(b) You must install one or more in-
sulating devices where electrical isola-
tion of a portion of a pipeline is nec-
essary to facilitate the application of 
corrosion control. 

(c) You must inspect and electrically 
test each electrical isolation to assure 
the isolation is adequate. 

(d) If you install an insulating device 
in an area where a combustible atmos-
phere is reasonable to foresee, you 
must take precautions to prevent arc-
ing. 

(e) If a pipeline is in close proximity 
to electrical transmission tower foot-
ings, ground cables, or counterpoise, or 
in other areas where it is reasonable to 
foresee fault currents or an unusual 
risk of lightning, you must protect the 
pipeline against damage from fault 
currents or lightning and take protec-
tive measures at insulating devices. 

§ 195.577 What must I do to alleviate 
interference currents? 

(a) For pipelines exposed to stray 
currents, you must have a program to 
identify, test for, and minimize the 
detrimental effects of such currents. 

(b) You must design and install each 
impressed current or galvanic anode 
system to minimize any adverse effects 
on existing adjacent metallic struc-
tures. 

§ 195.579 What must I do to mitigate 
internal corrosion? 

(a) General. If you transport any haz-
ardous liquid or carbon dioxide that 
would corrode the pipeline, you must 
investigate the corrosive effect of the 
hazardous liquid or carbon dioxide on 
the pipeline and take adequate steps to 
mitigate internal corrosion. 

(b) Inhibitors. If you use corrosion in-
hibitors to mitigate internal corrosion, 
you must— 

(1) Use inhibitors in sufficient quan-
tity to protect the entire part of the 

pipeline system that the inhibitors are 
designed to protect; 

(2) Use coupons or other monitoring 
equipment to determine the effective-
ness of the inhibitors in mitigating in-
ternal corrosion; and 

(3) Examine the coupons or other 
monitoring equipment at least twice 
each calendar year, but with intervals 
not exceeding 71⁄2 months. 

(c) Removing pipe. Whenever you re-
move pipe from a pipeline, you must 
inspect the internal surface of the pipe 
for evidence of corrosion. If you find in-
ternal corrosion requiring corrective 
action under § 195.585, you must inves-
tigate circumferentially and longitu-
dinally beyond the removed pipe (by 
visual examination, indirect method, 
or both) to determine whether addi-
tional corrosion requiring remedial ac-
tion exists in the vicinity of the re-
moved pipe. 

(d) Breakout tanks. After October 2, 
2000, when you install a tank bottom 
lining in an aboveground breakout 
tank built to API Specification 12F, 
API Standard 620, or API Standard 650 
(or its predecessor Standard 12C), you 
must install the lining in accordance 
with API Recommended Practice 652. 
However, installation of the lining 
need not comply with API Rec-
ommended Practice 652 on any tank for 
which you note in the corrosion con-
trol procedures established under 
§ 195.402(c)(3) why compliance with all 
or certain provisions of API Rec-
ommended Practice 652 is not nec-
essary for the safety of the tank. 

§ 195.581 Which pipelines must I pro-
tect against atmospheric corrosion 
and what coating material may I 
use? 

(a) You must clean and coat each 
pipeline or portion of pipeline that is 
exposed to the atmosphere, except 
pipelines under paragraph (c) of this 
section. 

(b) Coating material must be suitable 
for the prevention of atmospheric cor-
rosion. 

(c) Except portions of pipelines in off-
shore splash zones or soil-to-air inter-
faces, you need not protect against at-
mospheric corrosion any pipeline for 
which you demonstrate by test, inves-
tigation, or experience appropriate to 
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